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Program Report 

Unlock the Mind-Set towards Business for Entrepreneurship Development Master Class 

 

1. Program Type: Webinar 

2. Organized By : E-YUVA Centre, Supported by BIRAC, Adamas University, In 

Association with Youth Aid Foundation   

3. Theme : Entrepreneurship 

4. Academic Year: 

5. Quarter:  

6. Date: 25th July-26th July, 2022 

7. Total number of participants: 100 

8. Mode: Online 

9. Budget/ Expenditure: NA 

 

Objective:  

To discuss the details of Entrepreneurial mind-set and get basic ideas to start a business 

Event details: 

On the occasion of entrepreneurship day, a 2 day online workshop has been organised to 

spread awareness about entrepreneurship and start-ups. The event was organised to help the 

participants understand the strategies to start their venture.  

On 25th July, 2022 an online Master Class has been organised by E-YUVA Centre (Supported 

by BIRAC), Adamas University in Association with Youth Aid Foundation. The resource 

person of the session was Mr. Mathew Mattam, Secretary, CYDA Pune and Chairman, Youth 

Aid Foundation. He took the session on Entrepreneurial Mind-set. Students from various 

colleges and universities have participated to understand the basics of Entrepreneurial Mind-

Set. As the idea of Entrepreneurship is very much new among the young generations and 

students often just follow the path of academics. To begin the journey of Entrepreneurship, 

one needs to be open for learning new ideas and approaches to implement. Entrepreneurial 

mind-set includes thought process that helps to overcome obstacles and accept new 

challenges with a determination to execute a fruitful result. To be a good entrepreneur, one 

needs to improve his or her skills continuously and should have a willingness to do work.  



Some of the important characteristics of an entrepreneur were discussed in the session – 

Clear Vision towards Goals 

Setting up the clear goals and begin unstoppable journey towards achieving it, is very 

important. Next step is to write them down, recite them out to the world or to the sky, find 

ways to the desired objectives. Entrepreneurs work on their goals bit by bit; they reach there 

slowly and steadily. If someone is not clear about the goals, then it is required to take some 

time out and find the much-needed clarity. 

Decisiveness 

Entrepreneurs and leading innovators must hone their ability to effectively analyze situations 

and make beneficial decisions for the business. Often it has been that early ventures or small 

ventures are ruined because of indecision. This is why making confident decisions is one of 

the most important entrepreneurial skills. 

Handling of Failure 

Failure is often termed as a pessimistic term with a negative connotation, but the best of 

entrepreneurs mold their failures into lessons of learning and success. Failure is a testament 

to those attempts which were tried before to do something. Failure gives most important 

aspect, the experience. The entire session was very much helpful for all the participants and it 

was a completely new concept for most of the listeners and the session was very much 

informative. 
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b) Social Media Link:  

Facebook Link: https://scontent.fbom19-3.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t39.30808-

6/295580921_1990413284476662_342728858238477198_n.jpg?_nc_cat=106&ccb=1-

7&_nc_sid=9267fe&_nc_ohc=nIYGSvdzvhUAX_bvFr0&_nc_ht=scontent.fbom19-

3.fna&oh=00_AT90WoR1AgBShT8qcyHC6A3mdwcGOK1jMyXQv7oBKQYHvw&oe=62

E7CD31 

LinkedIn Link: 

https://media-exp1.licdn.com/dms/image/C5622AQFRf7EjRvdqbA/feedshare-

shrink_1280/0/1658725589124?e=1661990400&v=beta&t=0DHXungugdgXc5pcMPDXBS

GzbN4nOo1M-m3pfEEqT3U 
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Day 2: Getting Funded, Cash flow Management 

Objective:  

To understand the schemes and approaches of cash flow management and getting knowledge 

regarding getting fund to start the journey of entrepreneurship. 

Event details: 

The 2nd day of the master class was organised on 26th July 2022 by E-YUVA Centre 

(Supported by BIRAC), Adamas University, in Association with Youth Aid Foundation. The 

resource person of the session was Mr. Arijit Bhattacharyya,  Founder and CEO of Co-

innovate ventures, Founder of World Leader Summit, Angel Investor and Government 

Advisor, to name a few of his specializations. The topic on which Mr. Bhattacharyya took the 

session was on Getting Funded, Cash flow Management. In this online session the 

participants were able to understand that cash flow management is the process in which the 

amount of money comes in and goes out to run a business needs to track properly.  

Further discussions were on the below mentioned topics- 

Planning for cash flow is critical when starting a new business. Managing your start up cash 

flow can be a difficult task. However, as it involves a delicate balancing act of tracking 

expenses, invoices and sales. There are many different factors that affect your start-up cash 

flow, and it’s crucial to know how to manage your cash. 

Cash flow is critical to a start-up because it’s one of the most important indicators of a 

company’s health and viability. A company that lacks enough cash reserves could find itself 

unable to pay for necessary expenses, such as payroll or taxes, `which can lead to bankruptcy, 

decreased creditworthiness or other serious consequences. 

Start-up companies constantly need to figure out ways to maintain cash flow because the 

success of a company is often dependent on how well it manages its cash. If a start-up is not 

able to manage its cash flow, it will have a hard time paying its employees and meeting other 

obligations. 

More than 60% of start-ups will not make it past three years. Out of those, 29% of them fail 

because they run out of cash. Many people are amazed that even a profitable start-up can fail 

if they don’t have sufficient cash flow 

The entire session was very much helpful for all the participants and it was very interesting 

and informative. The money flowing and managing skills are discussed from various aspects 

to make the concepts as easy as possible with the combination of fun facts of the respective 

subject-matter. 

 

 

 



Mandatory Submission:  

(a)Flyer 

                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(b)Social Media Link  

Facebook Link: 

https://scontent.fbom19-3.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t39.30808-

6/295958370_1991123141072343_1050330852421293043_n.jpg?_nc_cat=107&ccb=1-

7&_nc_sid=9267fe&_nc_ohc=aytXYTzE5_8AX-

cQG0d&tn=4Y2UwL9CdJPQaGb0&_nc_ht=scontent.fbom19-

3.fna&oh=00_AT8lRwjW7bA5RrIeCiYYJS63BQnIyD5nMV-

_nmsp9SJHVg&oe=62E60741 

LinkedIn Link: 

https://media-exp1.licdn.com/dms/image/C4D22AQH4TKJpE5FOgw/feedshare-

shrink_1280/0/1658816237358?e=1661990400&v=beta&t=lc47mgjoM4zNVyHhevGl148nv

KVoqv2idb4wfwZGVB0 
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